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Fatwas by Shaikh Saleh bin Uthaymeen
Ref: AlAqalliyaat AlMuslimah  Page 84, Fatwa No.23,
Question: Should we fast and end our fast according to the
sighting of the new moon in Saudi Arabia or should we do it
according to the sighting of the new moon in the country where
we are?
Response: There are as many as six different opinions amongst
the scholars concerning this issue. However, there are two main
points of view. The first is that everyone should sight the moon in
their own country and those countries where the moon rises at the
same time should follow them. The reason for this is that the time
at which the moon rises, varies from place to place. The second
opinion is that the beginning of the new month need only be
confirmed in any one of the Muslim countries. If the sighting of
the new moon is confirmed in any Muslim country, it is then
obligatory for all Muslims to use that sighting to begin the fast of
Ramadhaan or end it. According to this last opinion, if the new
month is confirmed in Saudi Arabia it is obligatory upon all
Muslims, in all parts of the world, to fast if it is the beginning of
Ramadhaan and to end their fast if it is the beginning of
Shawwaal. This is the most common opinion held by the followers
of the madhhab of Imaam Ahmad Ibn Hanbal.
However, the first opinion is more correct because of the evidence
in the Qur.aan, Sunnah and because of analogy. With regards to
the Quraan, Allaah (Subhaanahu wa Ta'aala) says:
{The month of Ramadaan in which was revealed the Qur.aan, a
guidance for mankind and clear proofs for guidance and the
criterion (between right and wrong). So whoever witnesses the
month should fast it...},
[Soorah alBaqarah, Aayah 185].
This last sentence is a conditional sentence, and the ruling
contained in a conditional sentence is established for whomever
the condition applies to and it is annulled for anyone for whom the
condition does not apply. So the sentence:
((Whoever witnesses the month should fast it))
implies that whoever does not witness it does not fast it.
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It is well known amongst astronomers that the time the moon
rises differs from place to place. The moon might be seen in one
place and not in another. Therefore, according to the verse,
whoever does not see it is not obliged to fast.
With regards to the Sunnah, the Prophet (salAllaahu `alayhe wa
sallam) said:
((If you sight it (the new moon of Ramadaan), then fast and if you
sight it (the new moon of Shawaal),then end the fast. And if it is
obscured from you, then complete thirty days (of Sha'baan))).
He (salAllaahu `alayhe wa sallam) said:
((If you sight it)). He therefore linked the ruling to the sighting
and if a ruling is linked to an effective cause, then that ruling is
annulled in the absence of that cause.
With regards to analogy, we say that in as much as the times for
beginning the fast and breaking the fast every day vary from
place to place so, in the same way, the times for the beginning
and ending of the monthly fast also vary. We here in Riyadh, for
example, begin our fast every day before the people in AlHijaaz
and we also break our fast before they do. It is, therefore,
obligatory upon us to start fasting while they are still eating. On
the other hand, at the end of the day we are eating while they are
still fasting. If, therefore, each place has its own ruling due to the
variation in the time that the sun rises and sets, the same also
applies due to the variation in the time that the moon rises and
sets.
Therefore, the answer to the question is clear. It is obligatory
for you to follow the sighting of the new moon in the place
where you are.
Shaykh Ibn 'Uthaymeen
Ref: AlAqalliyaat AlMuslimah  Page 84, Fatwa No.23
_____________________________________________________
Question: Should we abide by the local sighting in determining
the EidalAdha or should we follow the pilgrims' schedule,
knowing that North America sighting of crescent may come a day
before Saudi Arabia's sighting?
Answer: "You should abide by the city you're living in."
Question: This means that we will fast the 9th of ZulHijja of
North America and pray Eid on 10th ZulHijja of North America!
Answer: "Yes, and this is what you should do without any (Haraj)
or mental anxiety."
Wish you good luck in fulfilling the Ibadah, fasting on the 9th Zul
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hijja based on your area moonsighting and celebrating Eidal
Adha on 10th Zulhijja.
Those who do it this way, they would have followed the Sunnah of
the Prophet.
May Allah bless you all. WalHamdulillahi RabbilAlameen
Shaykh Ibn 'Uthaymeen
Ref:
http://www.ummah.net/moonsighting/fatawah/saudalim.htm
Also see: http://63.175.194.25/index.php?
ln=eng&ds=qa&lv=browse&QR=40720&dgn=4
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